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in some contiguous subset of the workload. One such example are workloads that result from interactive data analysis. In this context, a user issues exploratory queries to validate various hypotheses against the data, and the consecutive queries related to a single hypothesis may have similar
characteristics.

This paper introduces C OLT (Continuous On-Line Tuning), a novel framework that continuously monitors the
workload of a database system and enriches the existing
physical design with a set of effective indices. The key idea
behind C OLT is to gather performance statistics at different
levels of detail and to carefully allocate profiling resources
to the most promising candidate configurations. Moreover,
C OLT uses effective heuristics to self-regulate its own performance, lowering its overhead when the system is well
tuned and being more aggressive when the workload shifts
and it becomes necessary to re-tune the system. We describe an implementation of the proposed framework in the
PostgreSQL database system and evaluate its performance
experimentally. Our results validate the effectiveness of
C OLT and demonstrate its ability to modify the system configuration in response to changes in the query load.

The previous discussion hints at the desirability of an online tuning mechanism that complements the off-line tuning
of a database system. The main idea is to monitor the query
load to identify locally dominant patterns (vs. the globally dominant patterns identified by off-line tuning), and
automatically adjust the physical configuration to maximize
query performance.
Prior Work. A large subset of previously proposed online tuning techniques fall in the general area of semantic
caching [10], and its variants [14, 15] that are specialized to
specific domains. We can identify Cache Investment [13],
QUIET [17], and the work of Hammer and Chan [12] as
the techniques most relevant to the on-line tuning of the
physical configuration of a DBMS. These techniques focus
on the problem of automatic index selection and adopt the
same working model: the system continuously monitors the
workload to identify candidate indices, it profiles their benefit, and materializes the most promising ones. The profiling
is typically performed through a what-if optimizer, which
essentially optimizes queries (and thus computes their cost)
assuming that candidate indices are materialized. A key issue, however, is that the aforementioned works do not provide an explicit mechanism to regulate the issuance of whatif calls. Thus, the on-line process operates with the same
intensity even if the system cannot be tuned to work better for the current workload, and it is not straightforward to
control the number of what-if calls used by on-line tuning.
These two points are critical for controlling the overhead
of on-line tuning, and are thus key for its incorporation in
real-world systems.

1. Introduction
One of the main tasks of a database administrator involves tuning the physical schema of the system, that is,
installing physical access structures, such as indices or materialized views, that assist the data server in optimizing the
query load more efficiently. The selection of these access
structures is itself an optimization problem: the administrator must optimize the system throughput, assuming some
limited storage resources for the materialized structures.
To assist the administrator in this challenging task, earlier studies [4, 8, 23] have introduced techniques that analyze a representative workload and automatically generate
a recommended physical configuration. This paradigm is
typically referred to as off-line tuning, since the workload is
gathered and analyzed before the database system goes live.
The use of a representative workload implies that off-line
tuning is suitable for the stable component of a query load,
that is, the subset of query characteristics that are predominant. On the other hand, one can identify an unstable component that, while not being present in most of the queries
in the whole workload, it is present in most of the queries

There has also been a large body of research in off-line
methods for database tuning. As the name suggests, offline techniques work outside of the continuing operation of
the database system. Typically, such tuning methods em1

ploy a representative query load in order to both generate
candidate physical configurations and to evaluate their effectiveness. Earlier studies on this topic include techniques
for the automatic selection of indices [8, 11] and/or materialized views [1, 2, 3, 4], while several commercial systems include auto-tuning tools [7, 23] that are based on the
off-line approach. Off-line methods, however, are not well
suited for on-line tuning since their cost is prohibitive for
the continuous monitoring of the query load. Moreover,
they do not incorporate any mechanisms for allocating the
use of profiling resources or self-regulating the overhead of
tuning – these are clearly non-issues as all computation is
performed off-line. A recent work has developed a physical
design alerter [5], which essentially approximates the result
of an off-line tuning tool in a fraction of the time. Given a
set of queries as input, the alerter provides upper and lower
bounds on the performance improvement that would be possible with a comprehensive tuning tool.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we introduce the C OLT
framework (short for Continuous On-Line Tuning) that supports the automatic on-line materialization of index structures on top of an existing pre-tuned configuration. C OLT
builds a model of the current workload based on the incoming flow of queries, estimates the respective gains of different indices, and selects those that would provide the best
performance for the observed workload within the available
space constraint. The novel feature of C OLT compared to
previous works is that it incorporates an explicit mechanism for controlling its overhead. Thus, the administrator
can specify the maximum rate of what-if calls issued by
C OLT, but most importantly, C OLT is able to self-regulate
its performance. Intuitively speaking, the latter amounts to
decreasing the intensity of on-line tuning when the system
is well tuned, and increasing it when a phase shift occurs
in the workload. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the
first work on on-line tuning to address this important issue
of controllable overhead.
We also present the results of a preliminary experimental study based on a prototype implementation inside the
PostgreSQL database server. Our results show that C OLT
discovers an effective set of materialized indices and adapts
rapidly to shifts in the query distribution. Moreover, it is
able to control the overhead of on-line tuning and regulate
it according to the changes in the query load.

2. Problem Definition
At an abstract level, the tuning (optimization) problem
that we consider in this paper may be described as follows: given a pre-tuned physical database design, the current query distribution Q, and an on-line storage budget of
B units, select the set I of additional indices that minimize
the expected query evaluation cost and fit in the allotted

storage budget. Thus, I is expected to vary over time in
order to adapt to changes in Q. We also note that the query
distribution is not observable, so it must be guessed from
past queries.
Similar to off-line tuning algorithms, a solution to this
on-line tuning problem must rely on what-if calls to the
query optimizer to select access structures that match the
underlying query execution cost model. Moreover, the online algorithm must address the following important issues
that are unique to continuous tuning.
• Adaptivity and Resilience to Noise. In order to be effective, the tuning process must adapt relatively fast to changes
in the query load. At the same time, it should not overreact
to temporary variations of the query distribution but focus
instead on real changes of the workload.
• Adaptive Overhead. Since the tuning process runs concurrently with normal query processing, it is important to
maintain a controlled overhead in order to avoid penalizing
normal query execution. Furthermore, the overhead the system is willing to spend on tuning should depend on the gain
that is expected from a modification of the physical schema.
These issues introduce interesting trade-offs that are not
trivial to balance. For instance, the tight coupling with the
query optimizer hints at additional optimizer invocations,
which in turn increase the cost of self-tuning. Our observations also indicate that adopting existing off-line methods is
not a feasible solution to the problem. In particular, off-line
methods use a specific instance of the workload and thus
behave well only if the actual load is rather stable in time.
Moreover, they do not address adequately the issue of low
overhead as they are executed separately from the running
system. Hence, they typically require plenty of CPU resources and they can cause a serious slowdown if deployed
on-line.
In our work, we tackle the variant of the problem where
I consists of single-column indices. This may seem limiting at first, especially when compared to existing off-line
tuning techniques that consider multi-column indices (clustered or unclustered) and materialized views. As we show
in this paper, however, the transition to on-line tuning poses
significant challenges that are not trivial to address even
in this seemingly simplified setting. Moreover, a recent
study [9] has shown that a set of carefully chosen singlecolumn indices can offer significant improvements in query
performance. The extension of our techniques to more general access structures, e.g., multi-column indices and materialized views, is an interesting direction for future work.

3. Overview of C OLT
In this section, we present an overview of the proposed
C OLT framework for continuous on-line tuning. C OLT di-

























Figure 1 presents an architectural diagram of C OLT.
As shown, C OLT works in parallel to the main processing
pipeline. The functionalities of its three main components
can be summarized as follows:
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• Extended Query Optimizer (EQO). The EQO extends a
standard query optimizer by providing a what-if optimization interface. More precisely, we assume that the optimizer
exports a function call W HAT I F O PTIMIZE(q, P), where q is
a query and P is a set of indices1 . For each index I ∈ P,
the optimizer computes and returns the reduction in the execution cost of q assuming that I is materialized. Overall,
the what-if optimizer constitutes the primary mechanism
by which C OLT measures accurately the effect of different
indices on query evaluation. This tight coupling with the
query optimizer is an essential element of our approach.



Figure 1. Architecture of C OLT.
vides the incoming workload in non-overlapping windows
of w queries, called epochs, where w is a system parameter. We use Si to denote the sequence of queries in the
most recent i epochs. During an epoch, C OLT profiles each
candidate index I on the corresponding queries in order
to evaluate its potential benefit on the current query load.
Thus, the measurements for I in recent epochs provide a
picture of its potential performance as time progresses. At
the end of an epoch, C OLT initiates a reorganization phase
that determines which indices should be materialized based
on the performance statistics gathered while profiling. This
continuous alternation between profiling and reorganization
enables C OLT to track the current workload and adapt the
physical configuration accordingly.
C OLT maintains a set C of candidate indices by mining
the selection predicates of queries in the sequence Sh . Here,
h is a global parameter that regulates the extent of the system’s memory and should be large enough in order to capture the dominant traits of the query workload. C OLT continuously profiles the indices in C and carefully selects a
subset M ⊆ C, termed the materialized set, that is materialized and used for query evaluation. To avoid the high cost
of extensive profiling for every candidate index, C OLT employs a two level strategy. More precisely, each index in C is
profiled with very easy to compute, yet crude performance
statistics. These crude statistics are used to rank candidates
and identify a small set H ⊆ C of hot indices, that is, indices that have not been materialized but look promising
for the current workload. C OLT subsequently profiles hot
and materialized indices with accurate and therefore more
expensive methods, and from that derives the new materialized set at the end of the epoch.

• Profiler. This component is responsible for gathering performance statistics for candidate indices. These statistics
are updated incrementally after the evaluation of each query.
As explained previously, the level of detail for the collected
statistics changes depending on the set (C, H, or M) of the
candidate index. For C, the Profiler maintains very crude
performance statistics; for H and M, the indices are profiled through the what-if interface of the EQO.
• Self Organizer (SO). This component implements the reorganization phase of C OLT and is thus activated only at
the end of each epoch. SO mines the performance statistics
gathered by the Profiler and forecasts the expected benefit of each index in H ∪ M on the query workload. The
indices with the highest expected benefits are then materialized, forming the new M. The SO is also responsible for
selecting the hot indices from C to have them profiled accurately in the coming epochs.
• Scheduler. All modifications to M are handled by the
Scheduler. This gives C OLT the power to choose the best
time to materialize an index. Several scheduling strategies
are possible, including (1) carrying out materialization requests immediately, (2) building indices during system idle
time, and (3) using intermediate results of future queries to
build indices more efficiently. In our implementation of the
C OLT framework, we take the first approach and issue immediate asynchronous requests (in parallel) for the indices
that the Self Organizer selects for materialization. This is
the most straightforward design, and it has the advantage
that new indices are available as soon as possible.
We discuss the details of the Profiler and the Self Organizer in the following two sections.

1 It is interesting to note that this what-if interface is already implemented in most commercial systems and is thus readily available.

4. Profiler
The Profiler is closely coupled with the EQO and its
main function is to measure the performance of candidate indices. In our work, we measure the performance
of an index in a specific epoch as the average reduction
in execution time for the corresponding queries. More
formally, consider a particular query q and some particular time t, and let QueryCost(q, I) denote the optimal
cost of evaluating q using the physical design that consists
of the pre-tuned configuration and the single-column indices in I. Let QueryGain(q, I) = QueryCost(q, M ∪
{I }) − QueryCost(q, M − {I }) denote the savings in execution time of q when I is part of the materialized set
M (with t understood). The benefit for an index I in the
current
epoch S1 is defined as the average Benefit(I ) =
P
( q∈S1 QueryGain(q, I ))/w .
Clearly, the exact computation of this metric would require a prohibitive cost in terms of what-if calls to the query
optimizer. To obtain reasonable estimates of Benefit(I )
at moderate cost, C OLT employs a two-level strategy. At
the first level, the Profiler computes a crude approximation Benefit C (I) of Benefit(I ) that is used to select the
most promising candidate indices and place them in the
hot set H. At the second level, the Profiler uses whatif optimization calls to compute much better approximations Benefit H (I) and Benefit M (I) of Benefit(I ) for
hot and materialized indices respectively. The key idea,
therefore, is that Benefit C is used for all candidates in C,
while Benefit H and Benefit M are directly comparable and
used to compare indices between H and M. The aforementioned approximations of benefits are computed with
appropriate approximations of QueryGain(q, I) for each
query q, namely QueryGain C (q, I), QueryGain H (q, I),
and QueryGain M (q, I), respectively. We describe these
approximations in the following section, and then discuss
the profiling algorithm in more detail.

4.1. Gain estimation
QueryGainC . The model for QueryGain C relies on standard cost formulas to obtain an optimistic approximation
of the true query gain. More formally, let q be a query
in the current workload and I ∈ C be a relevant candidate index. Let R denote the table on which I is defined
and σ be the selection predicate in q that I may help evaluate. We define a binary indicator variable uq,I that takes the
value 1 if the optimizer uses I in the evaluation plan of q.
This information can be derived from the normal optimization of q and any additional what-if calls if I ∈ M ∪ H;
for any other case, our system makes an optimistic prediction and sets uq,I = 1. The Profiler approximates the gain
of q as QueryGain C (q, I) = uq,I · ∆cost(R, σ, I ), where
∆cost(R, σ, I ) is a crude estimate of the gain in evaluating

σ using I vs. using a sequential scan of R. (We use standard
cost formulas [20] for this computation.)
Clearly, the resulting approximation Benefit C is a crude
estimate of the true performance of an index. The goal,
however, is only to identify the most promising candidate
indices in order to profile them more accurately at the next
level. In this respect, we have found the previous metric to
work adequately well.
QueryGainH . As mentioned earlier, the Profiler relies on
what-if optimization calls to obtain detailed performance
metrics for indices in H. To control the overhead of whatif calls, the Profiler relies on an intuitive assumption: for
queries that are “similar”, one is likely to observe similar
benefits for a given index I. Hence, profiling I against a
sample of queries only may provide enough information for
the complete query set. More precisely, the Profiler maintains a clustering Q1 , . . . , QK of query occurrences in Sh ,
where each cluster corresponds to a subset of queries that
access the same tables, have the same join predicates, and
have selection predicates on the same attributes with selectivity factors in specific ranges. We use two possible
ranges of selectivity factors, namely, 0-2%, and 2-100%,
yielding an approximate separation between selective and
non-selective predicates. Each cluster Qi records a count
Count(Qi ) of the queries that it represents, and a set of
statistics (explained further) on the gains of indices for
queries in Qi . It is important to note that each query belongs
to a unique cluster and that this assignment is performed efficiently on-line when the query arrives. Moreover, the system does not need to maintain a large number of clusters. In
the worst case, the number of clusters can be equal to w · h,
the total number of queries in the system’s memory.
The key idea behind our clustering model is to capture query similarity in the current workload and to
maintain aggregate index statistics per cluster. Given
an index I ∈ H and a related cluster Qi , the Profiler measures QueryGain accurately (through whatif calls) on a sample of Qi , and uses the collected measurements to build a confidence interval
[LowGain(I , Qi ), HighGain(I , Qi )] for the average gain
of a query in Qi with respect to I. In our work, we use
CLT-style bounds [21] with a fixed level of confidence (e.g.,
90%) for all pairs (I, Qi ). Typically, we would expect the
interval to get reduced when more queries in Qi are selected
to be profiled. Given the similarity of queries in Qi , however, it is highly likely to obtain a tight approximation with
only a few what-if calls.
Based on these statistics, the Profiler computes
QueryGain H (q, I) (and hence Benefit H (I)) as follows.
Let q be some query in cluster Qi for some i. If q has been
profiled against I then the Profiler already has knowledge of
its gain and sets QueryGain H (q, I) = QueryGain(q, I).
Otherwise, the Profiler makes a conservative estimate and

uses the lower bound LowGain(I , Qi ) of the confidence interval as the approximated gain. Clearly, this method yields
a conservative estimate as it underestimates the true query
gain. This property is nonetheless desirable in our setting,
as an index will be selected for materialization only if there
is strong evidence of its good performance, i.e., when the
conservative estimate indicates it is worth materializing.
As a final remark, we note that our approximation models for QueryGain H rely on selective QueryGain measurements that are time-sensitive by definition, i.e., they
capture the difference in execution cost if an index is inserted (or dropped) from the contents of M at the time of
measurement. Statistics may therefore become invalid as
the set of materialized indices evolves over time. To address this issue, QueryGain H only uses statistics that are
consistent with the current materialized indices. In our context, a past measurement for a hot index is consistent if the
relevant indices on the same table have not changed in M.
QueryGainM . As mentioned earlier, QueryGain M is
computed in a similar fashion as QueryGain H , i.e., by
maintaining benefit statistics on a per (cluster,index) basis.
The key difference is that the statistics capture the average
positive benefit per query in the cluster, instead of the average overall benefit. This distinction is necessary since a
materialized index I is always considered for the optimization of a query q, and hence C OLT needs to approximate the
true QueryGain(q, I) only when I is used in the plan.
As with QueryGain H , the value of QueryGain M is
based on what-if calls, but the EQO handles materialized
indices differently. This is because the normal optimization
of a query will yield the execution cost with all materialized
indices available. The what-if optimizer must pretend that
a materialized index is unavailable, and the QueryGain is
given by the resulting increase in execution cost. This process is the reverse of traditional what-if optimization for indices that are not materialized.

4.2. Profiling Algorithm
Having introduced our estimation models for
QueryGain we now describe the algorithm for gathering the corresponding statistics in the course of an epoch.
Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code for one invocation of
the Profiler on the current query. After receiving the
current query q and its initial optimized plan, the Profiler
assigns q to a unique cluster Qi and updates the statistics
of the materialized and hot indices that are related to Qi .
For each such index I, it computes a sampling probability (function G ET S AMPLE R ATE(I, Qi )) for measuring
QueryGain(q, I) through a what-if call, and samples the
indices with this probability. The sampled indices are
included in the probation set P that is sent to the Extended
Query Optimizer, and the returned query gains are used

Procedure P ROFILE Q UERY(q,plan)
Input: Current query q; its optimal physical plan plan.
begin
1. Let Qi be the cluster of q
/** Form probation set P **/
2. Let #WI cur be the number of performed what-if calls
3. Let IM ⊂ M be the materialized indices used in plan
4. Let IH ⊂ H be the hot indices relevant to Qi
5. P ← ∅
6. for each I in a permutation of IM then IH do
7.
if #WI cur + |P| < #WI lim then
8.
with probability G ET S AMPLE R ATE(I, Qi ) add I to P
/** Call what-if optimizer **/
9. QG ← W HAT I F O PTIMIZE(q, P)
/** Update statistics for Benefit H and Benefit M **/
10. for each hI, QueryGain(q, I)i in QG do
11.
Update statistics for (I, Qi )
12. #WI cur + = |P|
/** Update statistics for Benefit C **/
13. for each I ∈ C relevant to q do
14.
Update Benefit C (I) estimate with QueryGain C (q, I )
end

Figure 2. Profiling Algorithm.

to update the corresponding interval statistics. We detail
the computation of sampling probabilities later; the key
intuition is to sample more from the (I, Qi ) combinations
for which the gain estimate is believed to be very imprecise. Finally, the Profiler completes the processing of q
by updating the statistics of Benefit C (I) for each relevant
candidate I ∈ C (line 14).
Controlling the profiling overhead. At the beginning of
each epoch, the Profiler is allocated a current profiling “budget” #WI lim that bounds the number of what-if calls performed during the epoch. As will be explained in Section 5,
this #WI lim budget is set adaptively by the Self-Organizer
based on the potential of the current hot indices. In a nutshell, the Self-Organizer increases #WI lim if there is evidence that the current hot indices can lead to a much better
materialized set, and conversely limits the budget (and even
possibly sets it to 0) in the opposite case. The provided budget never exceeds a system parameter #WI max that controls the maximum profiling overhead of C OLT. A subtle
point of the profiling algorithm is that materialized indices
are given precedence in the spending of the what-if budget
(line 6), as it is important to maintain accurate statistics for
the materialized set.
Computing the sample rate. An important element of our
approach is the use of adaptive sampling. We now describe
in more detail the computation of the sampling probabilities
through function G ET S AMPLE R ATE(I, Qi ). For simplicity, we focus our discussion on the case of I ∈ H. We use a

similar method for M.
Intuitively, a pair (I, Qi ) should be allocated more whatif calls if its profiling may have an important impact on
the accuracy of the estimate Benefit H (I). More precisely,
this heuristic is captured as follows. As we show in the
full version of the paper, each pair (I, Qi ) contributes independently to the error (in a statistical sense) of the estimate Benefit H (I). Moreover, the error contribution grows
with the popularity of Qi and with the variance of profiled
gains of I within Qi , and shrinks as more of Qi is profiled against I. A natural heuristic, therefore, is to allocate
what-if calls in proportion to this error contribution, in order to profile more aggressively the inaccurate (I, Qi ) pairs
and thus try to improve the accuracy of the estimated index benefit. Thus, we put the focus on indices that have the
most unstable (or unpredictable) performance on the current workload. It is important to stress that the allocation is
performed on-line: the Profiler reevaluates the error contributions after the what-if calls for (I, Qi ), which leads essentially to a modified sampling probability for (I, Qi ).

5. Self Organizer
The Self Organizer component is invoked at the end of
each profiling epoch and essentially performs two operations: (a) it determines the new composition of the hot and
materialized sets based on the performance statistics of the
existing indices in C, and (b) it sets the profiling budget
#WI lim based on the potential benefit of the currently hot
indices. We refer to these operations as reorganization and
re-budgeting resp., and discuss them in more details further.
Reorganization. The SO first chooses the new composition
of the materialized set M by selecting the most promising
indices from H ∪ M. It then designates a subset of the
remaining indices as the new hot set H. We first describe
the selection of M.
Indices are chosen for materialization based on a metric that predicts the net benefit of indices in the near future. The system uses the statistics from the past h epochs
to predict the benefit for the next h epochs (recall that h is
the number of epochs in the system’s memory). The net
benefit takes into account improvements in query execution time and the cost of index materialization.
The metP
ric is defined as NetBenefit(I ) = j PredBenefitj (I ) −
MatCost(I ). MatCost(I ) is an estimate of the cost of materializing I (if I is already materialized, MatCost(I ) =
0 ). PredBenefitj (I ) is the forecasted benefit that I will
have for query execution in future epoch j. The value is
computed taking all of the past j epochs into account. The
complete details of the forecasting function can be found
in the full version of this paper [19]. The new materialized set is formed by solving an instance of the KNAPSACK problem: the set of objects is H ∪ M; the size of the

knapsack is the storage budget B; each object I occupies
IndexSize(I ) units of storage, and provides NetBenefit(I )
units of value. The KNAPSACK model is not completely
accurate because the benefits of different indices are not always independent. However, our preliminary experiments
indicate that this model can work well in this context.
We also note that previously proposed methods for offline tuning have used the KNAPSACK model for the selection of physical structures [6, 22]. Our use of the model
differs in two ways. First, the value of an index is given by
the NetBenefit metric that predicts the benefit of an index,
taking the materialization cost into account. Second, the SO
determines a new KNAPSACK solution at the end of each
epoch. This allows the system to correct some mistakes that
may result from the inaccuracy of the model. For example, suppose a materialized index I becomes useless due to
some change in the materialized set. The SO should remove
I from M, but the KNAPSACK model does not make this
apparent, since the benefit of indices are assumed to be independent. However in future epochs, I will be unused and
its predicted benefit will converge to zero. This means that
I will not be included in the optimal KNAPSACK solution,
and it will be dropped from the materialized set.
The second stage of the reorganization task selects the
hot set for the next epoch. The SO computes a smoothed average of the crude Benefit C (I) estimates for each of the remaining candidate indices, and groups the benefit estimates
into two clusters with minimum variance. The indices in the
top cluster are considered the most promising according to
Benefit C , and are selected as the new hot set.
Re-budgeting. The goal of re-budgeting is to compute an
appropriate value for the what-if budget #WI lim of the upcoming epoch. Our strategy is to intensify profiling if the
hot indices are likely to be more beneficial than the already
materialized indices, and to decrease profiling, or even suspend it, in the opposite case. This mechanism enables selftuning to “hibernate” when the workload is stable and M
performs well, and to wake up when a shift occurs and new
indices need to be materialized.
To asses the potential of the currently hot indices, the
Self Organizer considers a best-case scenario for their performance. More concretely, it adjusts Benefit H (I, Qi ) to
utilize the upper bound of the confidence interval and thus
computes an overestimate of Benefit(I ); this is in turn used
to compute an overestimate of NetBenefit(I ) for each hot
index. (Note that the metrics for materialized indices are left
untouched.) Based on these optimistic predictions for hot
indices, the Self Organizer solves the KNAPSACK problem again and computes another composition M0 for the
materialized set. The idea is to compare M and M0 in
terms of their projected performance and to determine accordingly how to set #WI lim . More precisely, we use the
aggregate NetBenefit metric of each set and compute the

ratio r = NetBenefit(M0 )/NetBenefit(M). (Note that
r ≥ 1.) We adopt a scheme that suspends profiling if r = 1
and maximizes it to #WI max if r ≥ 1.3.

6. Experimental Study
We next present the results of an empirical study that we
have conducted to evaluate the performance of C OLT. Our
study focuses on the following aspects of C OLT: its ability
to choose an effective set of indices and to adapt to the current workload; the resilience to noise in the workload; and
the overhead of on-line tuning. We detail our experimental
methodology and the main results of our study.

6.1. Methodology
In this section, we describe the self-tuning techniques
that we evaluated in our study, the data sets and corresponding workloads, and the evaluation metrics.
Self-Tuning Techniques. We base our experimental study
on two self-tuning techniques, namely, C OLT and an optimal off-line technique.
2

• C OLT. We implemented a prototype of C OLT inside the
PostgreSQL database system [16]. The prototype follows
the architecture presented in Section 3. It extends the Postgres optimizer with a what-if interface and features C OLT
as a separate sub-process of the Postgres server. In order to
minimize the overhead of what-if calls, our implementation
of the what-if optimizer reuses intermediate solutions from
the initial query optimization. Of course, not all intermediate solutions can be reused, so the EQO must be careful only
to reuse the solutions to subproblems that do not depend on
the index being evaluated.
We use the following values for the system parameters:
epoch length w = 10; history depth h = 12; maximum
number of what-if calls #WI max = 20; confidence level
of intervals 90%. We note that the results we present were
not sensitive to the exact values of these parameters.
• O FFLINE. We have implemented an off-line tuning technique, henceforth referred to as O FFLINE. O FFLINE has
knowledge of the exact workload and examines exhaustively the space of all possible single-column index sets,
evaluating the effectiveness of each candidate with the same
what-if optimizer that is used by C OLT. The returned configuration is thus optimal with respect to the specific workload and the allotted space budget. Clearly, O FFLINE represents an idealized off-line technique as it has complete
knowledge of the workload and infinite processing time.
Thus, in the context of single-column index selection, it
strictly dominates existing off-line techniques [4, 8] that
rely on a heuristic search of the same configuration space.
2A

demonstration of our prototype appears in [18].

Size (binary data)
# Tables
# Tuples in all tables
# Tuples in largest table
# Tuples in smallest table
# Indexable attributes

1.4 GB
32
6,928,120
1,200,000
5
244

Table 1. Data Set Characteristics

Data Set. We use a synthetic data set based on the wellknown TPC-H schema. Table 1 summarizes its characteristics. The data set consists of 4 different data instances
of the TPC-H schema, thus containing a large number of
indexable attributes. This allows us to generate workloads
that shift their focus between multiple tables and attributes.
We use synthetic query workloads that are randomly
generated based on query distributions. We consider a
workload with a fixed distribution, as well as workloads
with a query distribution that changes over time. Details
on the characteristics of individual workloads are given in
the description of each experiment.
Evaluation Metric. We use the total query execution time
as the basic metric for measuring the performance of a tuning technique. For O FFLINE this does not include the time
spent to select and materialize an index set, since both tasks
are assumed to take place off-line. For C OLT, on the other
hand, the measured query execution time is affected by the
initially empty index set, the overhead of on-line tuning,
i.e., the what-if calls and the index materialization. We measure query response time at the server, using a cold cache
and a single client executing on a remote machine.

6.2. Experimental Results
In this section, we present some results of our study. The
specific cases we chose to present capture the main traits of
the wide range of results we obtained by varying the data,
the query workloads, and system parameters.
On-line Tuning for Stable Workloads. In the first experiment, we compare the performance of C OLT to O FFLINE
for a workload with a fixed query distribution. This experiment has a duration of 500 queries. The workload implies a
total of 18 relevant indices, many of which have high potential benefit. We select the space budget B so that it can fit 3
to 6 of these indices. This makes the task of on-line tuning
nontrivial, as no materialized set is clearly optimal.
Figure 3 shows the relative performance of C OLT and
O FFLINE as time progresses. Each bar describes the sum of
execution times for 50 queries in chronological order. The
height of the grey region is the total execution time for the
faster technique, either C OLT or O FFLINE. Each black region indicates time spent by C OLT in excess of time spent
by O FFLINE. Similarly, the white regions indicate addi-
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Figure 3. Stable workload.
tional time spent by O FFLINE. During the first 100 queries,
C OLT has higher execution times as it monitors the query
distribution, selects indices, and materializes them on disk.
The overhead of index creation contributes significantly to
the execution time for C OLT during this period. After 100
queries, C OLT has materialized the important indices for the
workload, and the query execution time is essentially equal
to O FFLINE with a negligible deviation of 1%. Clearly, this
demonstrates that our on-line technique can achieve similar
performance to the ideal off-line technique that has precise
knowledge of the complete workload.
On-Line Tuning for Shifting Workloads. In the second
experiment, we evaluate the performance of C OLT on a
shifting workload. We form a workload consisting of four
distinct phases, each phase comprising 300 queries from a
different query distribution. A particular phase focuses on
specific attributes with different degrees of selectivity, and
essentially implies a specific index set that is optimal for
query evaluation. To make our experiment more realistic,
we have tuned the distributions so that there is some overlap among the optimal index sets. Moreover, the transitions
between phases occur gradually over 50 queries, implying a
total of 1350 queries for the workload. The disk budget and
total number of relevant indices are the same as the previous
experiment.
Figure 4 shows the total query execution time under
C OLT and O FFLINE as the workload progresses. (We use
the same illustration format as Figure 3.) The results clearly
show that C OLT outperforms the O FFLINE technique for the
majority of queries in the workload. Being on-line, C OLT
can detect the different phases of query distribution and
fine-tune the physical configuration accordingly; O FFLINE,
on the other hand, selects an index set that is good on the
average (i.e., for the complete workload) and thus misses
significant opportunities for fine-tuning. This is evident in
the second phase of the workload (queries 350-650), where
the total query execution time under C OLT is 49% shorter
than O FFLINE – clearly, a significant reduction. Over the
complete workload, on-line tuning results in 33% reduc-
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Figure 4. Shifting workload.
tion in total execution time compared to the ideal off-line
technique. We note that we have observed similar benefits
in multi-user settings, where the shifting workload is generated by multiple concurrent clients. Overall, our results
demonstrate the potential of on-line approaches in the design of self-tuning systems.
At this point, it is interesting to examine the overhead
of self-tuning as the workload moves through the different
phases. As described in Section 3, this overhead stems from
the on-line maintenance of statistics and in particular from
the use of additional what-if calls to the optimizer. Figure 5
charts the number of what-if calls invoked by C OLT over
each epoch during this experiment. Recall that we have a
maximum number of 20 what-if calls for each epoch of 10
queries. The chart has four discernable peaks that coincide
with the transitions to new query distributions. Apart from
these peaks, C OLT uses less than half of its budget in each
epoch. This behavior matches the goals of our framework:
C OLT intensifies profiling when a shift is detected, and lowers the overhead when the workload is stable and the system
is well tuned. We also observe that the workload queries
have a significant number of relevant indices, but C OLT judiciously profiles only 11% of these indices. Overall, this
results in a very efficient use of the what-if optimizer.
Effect of Noise. Conceptually, we consider noise to be any
query that does not reflect the dominant traits of the current
query distribution. C OLT is faced with a challenging task in
this case, as it has to determine if few such queries constitute
noise (and thus should be ignored), or whether they signal a
new trend in the workload.
We consider a worst-case scenario for C OLT and assume
that noise queries occur in concentrated bursts. Depending
on the length of a burst, an on-line tuning system may mistake it for a shift in the workload and change the configuration. We generate the test workload by starting with a fixed
distribution Q1 and injecting bursts of queries from a distribution Q2 . Each workload consists of at least 500 queries
and contains at least 2 injections. (In all cases, the queries
from Q2 represent 20% of the total workload.) We ensure
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Figure 5. Overhead
that the optimal index sets for Q1 and Q2 are disjoint, and
we start each workload with 100 queries from Q1 in order
to allow the system to stabilize before the noise. We vary
the length of bursts from 20 to 80 queries. As our evaluation
metric, we use the ratio of total query execution time under
C OLT to total query execution time under O FFLINE, where
off-line tuning is performed solely on Q1 , i.e., it completely
ignores noise.
Figure 6 shows the ratio of the execution time of C OLT to
the execution time of O FFLINE as a function of burst length.
We do not include the first 100 queries in our measurements,
because we want to isolate the queries that show the effects
of noise. Our results indicate that C OLT is resilient to short
bursts of noise (up to 20 queries) and effectively ignores
distribution Q2 . For long-lived injections (more than 70
queries), C OLT materializes the index set for Q2 relatively
early and thus improves query performance considerably
for several of the noise queries. Overall, C OLT provides performance equivalent to O FFLINE for these ranges of bursts.
Conversely, there is a small range of burst lengths (30-60
queries) where C OLT becomes less effective than O FFLINE.
For this range, the indices for Q2 are materialized shortly
after the burst begins, but they are not used extensively as
the workload shifts quickly back to Q1 . Still, we observe
that the average loss in performance is 18% compared to
an ideal off-line technique having precise knowledge of the
workload and noise.
As we describe in the full version of this paper, the worst
burst length is correlated with the specifics of our forecasting model that predicts the future benefits of indices. In
particular, our model uses a window of past measurements,
which in this case coincides with the burst of noise queries
and thus misjudges the utility of noise indices. It may be
possible for the system to tune the length of this window
if materialized indices are dropped too quickly. We plan to
explore this extension in our future work.

Figure 6. C OLT with noisy workload.

7. Conclusions
This paper introduces C OLT, a novel self-tuning framework that continuously monitors the incoming queries and
adjusts the system configuration in order to maximize query
performance. C OLT minimizes the overhead of on-line tuning by carefully allocating profiling resources to the most
promising candidate configurations, and by self-regulating
its overhead. Our experiments validate the effectiveness of
our approach. We show that C OLT performs as well as offline tuning for stable workloads and significantly outperforms off-line tuning for evolving workloads. Furthermore,
C OLT rapidly adapts to shifts of the query load, while being
resilient to noise.
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